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AP Language and Composition Exam 
Wednesday, May 20, 2020 
Check In Time: 12:30 p.m. 

Exam Time: 1:00 p.m. 
Begin Submitting Your Essay: 1:45 p.m. 

STEPS TO TAKE BEFORE THE EXAM WEEK 
 

1. Review your contact information  
a. Login to My AP to see the email address that is being used for communication to be sure it is correct and 

up to date to ensure you receive emails 
b. Click profile in upper right corner 
c. In subscriptions, confirm that you have checked the box to receive updates from CB 

 
2. Choose your tech:  Choose your device 

a. You will NOT need lockdown browser 
b. MUST remove the grammarly plugin (not against grammar assistance, but this plug in will prevent the 

exam from popping up. Grammarly is not a security issue - it’s a plugin issue) 
c. IF you can choose a device other than a smartphone, that is best (phones will mean a lot of scrolling) 
d. Decide beforehand what platform you will use (Docs, Word, etc) 
e. Use an autosave feature if possible  
f. Prepare documents in the days BEFORE the exam  
g. Save info such as AP ID ahead of time so it is easily accessible  
h. IF HAND WRITING YOUR TEST  - Before test day, prepare pages by writing AP ID, Initials, and page 

number at the top of each page  
 

3. Use AP Demo to practice:  cb.org/apdemo 
a. IF you cannot access the demo - it means you will NOT be able to access the exam  
b. If you cannot access, reach out to your teacher ASAP!  
c. Demo will not be subject specific  

 
4.  What students need on exam day 

a. Exam ticket email (or from AP account) 
b. Completed checklist  
c. Browser (Chrome recommended) 
d. Device 
e. Internet connection  
f. Optional notes 

i. OKAY: 
1. Class notes / study guides  
2. Textbooks 
3. Previous assignments or assessments  
4. Calculators  
5. SHARED study notes (google doc, etc), must be downloaded to EACH student’s device  
6. Internet searches are a waste of time and not relevant to exams (focus on skills and 

application - NOT facts) 
7.  cb.org/apopenbooktips 
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5.  Be sure e-ticket is available (email or via MY AP) 2 days before exam  
a. Be sure AP Exam day checklist is completed 
b. Print or hand copy checklist and have available during exam - make SURE you have your AP ID 

 
EXAM DAY SPECIFICS  (for ONE question exams such as English) 
 

● Check in 30 minutes prior to exam time  
● At exam time, question will appear 
● 45 minutes spent writing 
● 5 minutes to submit response  
● Do not worry about HOW long it takes to upload (slow internet, etc)  As long as the submission began in the 

allotted time, all is well 
● Testing environment: 

○ Put phone away and put phone on DO NOT DISTURB (or turn off) 
○ Plug in devices (laptops, etc) - do not risk a dead battery in the middle  
○ Have checklist and documents available  
○ IF POSSIBLE - ask others in home to allow full use of bandwidth during testing time (turn off other 

devices, video games, streaming, etc) 
○ IF POSSIBLE - ask for a quiet space in which to test  

 
● Security 

○ Do NOT submit work that is not your own  
○ Detection software is sophisticated and will NOT be shared with teachers and students  
○ Social media will also be monitored  
○ Cheating may be detected immediately OR even during summer  

■ WILL be reported to colleges if caught 
● May use spell and grammar check but this will not provide an advantage  
● Disable grammarly  
● May print questions but cannot use annotation software to annotate online 
● Managing time: 

○ Timer will be at the bottom of the screen 
○ 5 minutes before time is up, will turn red and begin reminding student to submit  

● Submitting is a 2 step process: 
○ Attaching or pasting your response  
○ Clicking submit  

● Once you click submit - WAIT for the confirmation page- do not close browser or laptop, etc 
● If you accidentally close browser, lose connection, etc - immediately reopen browser and continue after disruption  
● DO NOT refresh browser, or hit back arrow 

● If you do NOT receive a confirmation page - contact CB (You MAY need to retest) 
 
EXAM SCORES  
 

● 1-5 scoring system as always with the same rubric 
● Scores will be released approximately one week later than usual (so, approx July 15) 
● Scored by readers as always, but virtually this time  
● A range of colleges have all pledged and confirmed that they have NO intention of treating these scores any 

differently than they ever have in the past  
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TEST DAY STRATEGIES AND HELPERS 
RA Annotation Guide V1 and V2 
RA Cheat Sheet 
SOAPSTone & SPACE CAT  
Thesis Statement Frame Statement 
Topic Sentence Frame Statements 
REHUGO- Help with formulating examples 
List of Doing Verbs for Rhetorical Analysis 
Sample Outline 
Rubric for Essay 
 
RA ANNOTATION GUIDE VERSION 1 
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RA ANNOTATION GUIDE VERSION 2 
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RA CHEAT SHEET 
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THESIS STATEMENT FRAME 
 
In ________________’s _______________ to __________________, he/she primarily relies upon _______________  
      (author’s last name)     (genre)                     (audience)                                                        (main rhetorical choice) 
and ________________________ in order to _____________________.  
             (another rhetorical choice)                                 (purpose) 
 
Alternate Version of Thesis Frame Statement 

 
 
TOPIC SENTENCE FRAME 
In the beginning of ____________’s _______________, he/she _________________ ____________________ in order  
                       (author’s last name)      (medium)                         (doing verb)                 (rhetorical strategy) 
to _______________________________________________.  
     (answer the question- connect to purpose) 
 
 
After he/she _______________________________________, ______________________ then ______________ 
                      (reflect on the previous chunk)                                 (author’s last name)                   (doing verb) 
______________________________ to further ________________________________.  
(rhetorical strategy)                                                     (answer to question- connect to purpose) 
 
 
HELP FOR FINDING EXAMPLES TO SUPPORT 
EVIDENCE-  REHUGO 
Reading 
Entertainment 
History 
Universal Truths 
Government/ Current Events 
Observations/ Personal Experiences 
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DOING VERBS FOR RHETORICAL ANALYSIS 

 
SAMPLE OUTLINE 
 
I- Introduction - Purpose, audience, speaker 

- Thesis (see template) 
 
II-III or IV- Evidence 

- Topic Sentence (see template) (This is your assertion.) 
- Evidence 
- Commentary 
- REPEAT above until you’re proud! 

 
IV or V- Conclusion (if time permits) 

- Why is this text important?  
- Why is it important to analyze this text? 
- Connections- Text to another text, yourself, our world, or today 
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Before You Submit Checklist 
 
◯ My AP ID Number and Initials are at the top of my document. If I am handwriting, this is at the top of each page, and 
each page is numbered.  
◯ I have a defensible thesis, and it is underlined.  
◯ I correctly identified the author/speaker.  
◯ The supporting points in my thesis can be found in order in the body paragraphs of my essay.  
◯ Each body paragraph begins with a topic sentence.  
◯ My essay stays on track and relates to the prompt.  
◯ I used evidence (quotes either tagged, introduced, or embedded) from the text to support my assertion.  
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